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to promote efficiency but also to compel denominational
colleges to open their doors to engineers of other creeds. When
the Board of Education took over the administration of these
Treasury grants in 1911, it even tried to compel King's College
to move to a more spacious site, without suggesting any way
in which so expensive a removal could be financed; but it
found it cheaper to retreat, make its grant to London Univer-
sity as a whole, and then trust the university to co-ordinate the
work of its members.
The county councils were similarly able to use their power
of the purse to insist on the removal of denominational tests,
first on behalf of their ratepayers' sons, and then on behalf
of the representatives whom they appointed to governing
bodies.
In the technological faculties, public help thus made all the
difference between greater and less efficiency. But in the arts
and to some extent the science faculties its influence was
greater still; for in the newer universities these faculties hung
uncertainly between life and death until at last they were
saved from inevitable bankruptcy by the influx of publicly
subsidized undergraduates who intended to teach in publicly
subsidized schools.
This movement began in 1890, when the universities were
empowered to provide day training-colleges as an alternative
to denominational residential training-colleges for elementary-
school teachers, the government paying half the fees. As it was
exceptionally difficult for such ill-prepared Queen's scholars
to reach an academic degree in a two-year course while pursu-
ing their professional training, the universities took a hint from
the Bryce commission on secondary education and evolved an
alternative scheme under which the academic course culminat-
ing in a degree could be separated from professional training
which would be relegated to a post-graduate year and would
culminate in a pedagogical diploma. After trying-out this new
scheme on graduates who aimed at teaching in the new second-
ary schools, the universities gradually persuadeti the Board of
Education to contribute towards the fees of such future

